Fill in the gaps

Move Over by Spice Girls
Generation next, (1)____________________

(2)________

Generation next

(Ah generation next),

Let me (12)________ you 'bout a thing, gotta put it to the

Generation next, generation next (Generation),

test,

Generation next, generation next (Generation, Yeah),

It's a celebration, motivation, generation next

Generation next, (3)____________________ next

You (13)__________ know the (14)__________ if you

Hold it down, feel the noise,

(15)__________ (16)________ the game,

Let 'em know it's a fight, pick it up it's alive,

Respect and (17)____________________ (18)__________

Hold it down, feel the noise,

riding on the fame

Let 'em (4)________ it's a fight, pick it up it's alive,

Dedication

Move over yeah, don't do it over (Yeah, yeah, yeah),

Celebration

Cause it's over yeah, yeah, yeah (Don't do it over),

Phenomination

Generation next.

Good vibration

Next phase

Motivation

Next stage

Domination

Next grade, next wave

Baby nation

Let me tell you 'bout a thing, (5)__________ put it to the test,

Recreation

It's a celebration, motivation, generation next

Imagination

Well sow me the seed, (6)__________ colour, every creed,

Crazy Nation

Teach never preach, (7)____________ up and take heed

Move over yeah, don't do it over (Yeah, yeah, yeah),

Take the heat, feel the flow,

Cause it's over yeah, yeah, yeah (Don't do it over),

Cause you're (8)__________ to burn and we're ready to go,

Move over yeah, don't do it over (Yeah, yeah),

Take the heat, (9)________ the flow,

Cause it's over yeah, yeah, yeah, Generation next

Cause you're ready to burn and we're ready to go,

Generation

Move over yeah, don't do it

(20)________ (Ah generation next),

(10)________

(Yeah, yeah,

yeah),

Generation

Cause it's (11)________ yeah, yeah, yeah (Don't do it over),

(Generation),

next,

next,

(19)____________________

(21)____________________

Generation next, generation

(22)________

Yeah),
Generation next, generation (23)________
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Fill in the gaps
Answer
1. generation
2. next
3. generation
4. know
5. gotta
6. every
7. listen
8. ready
9. feel
10. over
11. over
12. tell
13. gotta
14. rules
15. wanna
16. play
17. dedication
18. never
19. generation
20. next
21. generation
22. next
23. next
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